
Bizard TUNNEL

Web-service

Development service

4 Months

Time spent on the project

Fintech

Business niche

Python, HAProxy, Java, React Js, 
Swift

Technologies we used

Bizard Tunnel is a centralised 
system developed to control the 
mining powers at the high level.

It gives the user all the abilities to manage their hashrate using a user-friendly 

interface. The system provides the user with the real time control over all the 

hashrate they have and monitor the details of every single mining element as 

well.

C h a l l e n g e

Client/Target audience

People who use business systems for business management and accounting

The stats for all the user's mining pools on one dashboard. 

Detailed info on each separate mining node 

Notifications if any possible problems occur 

Switching pools and coins the user mines without hashrate loss

Product overview

Solution overview Owlab team created and is currently supporting the effective web & mobile 

mining monitoring & management tools for mining people all over the world.

Our approach

HAProxy

A free, open source software


that provides a high availability


load balancer and proxy server


for TCP and HTTP-based


applications.

Python

A class-based, object-oriented 

programming language that is 

designed to have as few 

implementation dependencies 

as possible.

Java

A class-based, object-oriented


programming language that is


designed to have as few


implementation dependencies


as possible.

Remote control over all the processes 

Specialised data transfer architecture that is resistant to blockings 

Mobile application

Important features

Thanks to the efficient and well-coordinated work of a small team, 

the development of telegram bots saves the client's resources 

significantly.
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Thanks for watching!
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React.js

Open-source, front end, 

JavaScript library for building 

user interfaces or UI 

components.

PostgreSQL

This is an advanced open 

source relational database 

that supports both SQL and 

JSON querying.


